
Faculty Meeting 
Date: February 16, 2017 
Time: 3:30-5:00pm 
Location: 375 McKenzie 
Attendees: David Luebke, Julie Hessler, John McCole, Bob Haskett, Jeff Hanes, Jeff Ostler, George 
Sheridan, Marsha Weisiger, Jim Mohr, Bryna Goodman 
 
1. Announcements, Personnel Matters 

a) Office Staff – Lauren Pinchin 
b) Progress on the Decennial Review 

 Hessler: Any evidence that these things are taken seriously? 
o Has to be done, go through the motions 

 McCole: At this point, are being reduced in size, struggle for resources, have to justify 
every position/request aggressively/assertively; think that it’s possible that this time, 
there may be consequences 

 McCole: Last time, received a draft of a memo of understanding – summary of external 
committee reports; no further instructions 

 Weisiger: Main leader of this – external reviewers; want them to be our surrogates, 
make sure that document is accurate, says everything that we need 

o Might be worth sending out now, get feedback 
c) Diversity Committee 

 Luebke: Purpose – not altogether clear at this point 
o Currently have a diversity plan; very old, outdated (2009) 

d) Visiting Assistant Professor position in Ancient History 
 Luebke: Received permission to hire VAP for one-year position 

o Could be renewed, but not confident that that will happen 
o Hessler, McCole on committee 
o Shouldn’t be terribly burdensome 

 Ostler: Procedure has been that dept. doesn’t vote 
o Discussions several years ago that dept. should vote on deciding to do searches 

for one-year positions – still in effect?  
 Luebke: Has been approved by HR; all set to go, just need to post to H-NET, AJO 

o Worth posting to Perspectives? 
 

2. Update: Search in African American History 

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

   

  



  

  

 

3. Graduate Committee 

 Weisiger: Expect 7 MA students to graduate this year (out of funding) 

o 2-3 PhD students (expect to graduate, also out of funding) 

o 6 people working on dissertations (not graduating, but no guarantee of funding 

beyond spring) 

o 72 terms of funding – allocated by CAS 

 Can absorb roughly 13 new students into program next year 

o Average yield for admissions over last decade: 44% 

o Can offer funding to all 21 students 

o 44% = 9-10 students, ideal cohort size 

o Would have to yield 67% to exceed allocation 

o Once make offers, leftovers will be given to ongoing students (esp. those who 

have not received a fifth year of funding) 

o Should be able to give at least three people additional year of funding 

o Last year, supported five students (only yielded 20%) 

o Decided to go with whole list of people that thought should admit 

 Last year, were very conservative, nobody to make an offer to 

 If offer funding to everyone, should be safe, not scramble to get students 

to take an offer 

 Hessler: Student admitted to work with Hessler; make plans to give GE position after 

first year (after has improved language skills) 

 Weisiger: Allowed to do so; conversation with Scott Pratt (?) 

o Have been (deliberately) misinformed by CAS that there was some kind of 

restraint in CBA that all GEs had to teach – false 

 Can use as research assistants, etc.  

 Hessler: Won’t affect status as GE/tuition waiver 

 McCole: Is that statement aspirational, or definitive?  

o Weisiger: According to Scott, restriction untrue 

 Goodman: Think that is warranted when have people coming in from very different 

language environments with real language difficulty (but other great strengths) 

o Will want to get him teaching 

o Might consider having him sit in on teaching for a term (so that is familiar with 

duties as GE, able to help out other GEs) 

 Goodman: Don’t think that will be major issue for History, but issues have come up for 

Asian Studies (Blonigen – GEs that have not been fully used for teaching – doable, but 

has been uncomfortable) 

 Weisiger: Suggestion that he not teach in first year/first quarter 

 Hessler: Depends how he is evaluated (by the speak test) 

o Guessing (based on TOEFL score) will have to take some English language 

courses over there 



o Limited on how can use him based on how he is placed 

 Luebke: student (Nanash Lucas?) contingent on Leslie Alexander 

o Research assistant for Leslie 

o CAS agreed to, funded out of their resources 

o Also: part of funding package for Black Studies includes GE position in support 

of Black Studies (also paid out of CAS) 

 Also have some money in …. set aside for Graduate Studies in History 

(stipend on top of whatever employment arrangement they have) 

 Must meet certain criteria 

 Weisiger: Two students studying African American history 

o Up to Leslie to decide whether she wants to use funds for those students 

 Weisiger: First Year Fellowships 

o Were selected as one of top graduate programs on campus, will receive a First 

Year Fellowship 

o Exemption from teaching for first year 

o Top candidate: student who would work with Bryna (from Colombia) 

 If she turns it down, can offer to someone else 

o Incentive: Must recruit four new PhD students to the program in order to get 

fellowhip 

 Goodman: How does that work? Presumably, fellowship is an incentive but if we can’t 

promise… 

 Weisiger: To successfully recruit four PhD students, going to bring PhD candidates to 

campus for a group visit in April 

o Will apply for funding from Graduate School 

o Will provide with a stipend of up to $500 

o Ask graduate students to donate their couches 

o Recruiting event, reception 

o Two will be coming from Portland, two already here in Eugene 

 Hessler: Accepting students to work with Bob Bussel – teaches one course every other 

year… 

 Weisiger: Two students identified Bob as who wanted to work with, and he agreed… 

may or may not be teaching a course during that time. 

 Luebke: Backstory – Bob entering last phase of his career, would like to spend more 

time doing History (rather than running LERC) 

 Hessler: Concern – will have enough coursework if Bob not teaching? 

 Weisiger: Steve Beda, Weise 

 Weisiger: BA  PhD: Olivia Wayne, Stephanie Ru… (?) both received Promising Scholar 

awards 

o McCole: Noah Vendor (?) also BA  PhD 

 Weisiger: Nothing to stop us from offering everyone five years of funding 

 Weisiger: Students who want to work with Luebke – willing to vet master’s thesis while 

on sabbatical?  



 GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP OFFERS (One contingent on Leslie Alexander, one contingent 

on a summer Chinese course, two dependent on whether David wants to devote time 

during sabbatical year) 

  IN FAVOR: 8 + 3 absentee = 11 

  OPPOSE: 0 

 ABSTAIN: 0 

 Ostler: Strongest six files – Europe, Asia (not U.S., Latin America) 

 Hessler: Numbers; for years, even division between Europe/Asia – Americas 

 Goodman: Far fewer Japan candidates – used to be/usually more 

 

4. Searches Next Year 

 Luebke: Need to submit requests to Dean’s Office by March 31 

o Will need to make a case for hires that we make 

o Criteria: more stringent/reorganized from where have been in the past 

o Provost’s criteria: increase academic excellence, … metrics 

 Enhance faculty diversity 

 Raise external funding 

o CAS going to be applying additional criteria: create/enhance areas of excellence 

within college/across units; collaboration with other depts. 

o Will have to come up with some kind of argument along those lines; be more 

deliberate than have been in the past 

o On AC’s plate for the next steps 

o After have put together some language, will put before dept.  

o Priorities: evenly split between Ancient history/Women’s history 

 Luebke cast a ballot that tipped in favor of Ancient 

 Luebke: Now think that bets are best for Women’s history position 

o Sheridan: Tilt away from student enrollment?  

 Luebke: Andrade – stellar for academic metrics 

o Brought in students, majors 

o Was a vital member of Classics department 

o Sense from Carol Stabile – bets much stronger with an appointment that builds 

bridges with WGS (rather than classics) 

 Weisiger: WGS doesn’t have any faculty, needs us to teach classes on Women’s history 

o 100% certain that can get a Women’s historian 

 Goodman: Can get behind History of Women and Gender (but wouldn’t add “Sexuality”) 

o Hessler: Feel like “Women’s” is clearer; don’t want someone whose specialty is 

masculinity 

o Goodman: Adding “Gender” affirms that we are interested in more than just 

history of women’s’ experience  

o Weisiger :Interest in having someone who also does sexuality 

o Goodman: Wouldn’t want that to be our formal criteria 

 Ostler: Idea still that would be a World type of position? 



o Were people who suggested that should be US history mainly concerned with 

covering existing survey ? 

o Hessler: Really about staffing; Herman teaching only two courses/year – 

women/ancient two most popular areas 

o Ostler: Can we count on Jamie continuing to teach? 

o Luebke: Possibility that Jamie will be reappointed as Career NTTF 

 But likely would have a line in WGS 

 Duties could be split between WGS/History 

 Goodman: If Bufalino hire looks likely, argument could be made to describe it as non-US 

o Hessler: Bad idea to explicitly exclude the United States 

o Sheridan: Would not agree to non-US 

o Ostler: But if had two new Americanists, and if arrangement worked out where 

Bufalino was teaching three courses (cover US women’s history survey), think 

there’s merit in Bryna’s suggestion (might not want to hire someone in US 

history) 

 Not sure that would disagree 

o Weisiger: Maybe we don’t specify – “Women & Gender History” – might get US, 

Europeanists, Latin Americanists, whatever – see what we get. 

 Could put “Preference for someone who can place in a world context” 

 Most people aren’t going to have that training  

o Hessler: Feel like will know about Leslie Alexander/Curtis Austin soon, probably 

won’t know about Jamie soon – not a Senior Instructor, does not have a long-

term contract – should not make long-term personnel decisions based on her 

 Vital that person be able to engage with Women & Gender history in 

parts of the world, but happy to have someone who can also serve needs 

of US graduate students with interest in US/Women’s history 

o Goodman: If Women’s historian is always US, will always have specific focus on 

US – doesn’t serve the other areas 

 Luebke: So many contingencies; going to have to put together something  

o Main issue: Leslie/Curtis – will resolve within ten days, will have a much clearer 

sense of where things are headed 

  

 Luebke; Nothing that we could really do now that we can’t put off until after they make 

their decision 

 Luebke: Sense is that will keep trying until it works (Black Studies) 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 Weisiger: BSTF demands – dedicated Black History course 

 Goodman: Would be good to list Black History… 



  

 




